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Are you looking for an easy and meaningful way to teach your kids the Bible? The Dig for Kids is a

great resource for families because it makes teaching children the Bible simple, fun, and interactive!

Early on in The Dig you will meet a character named Doc. He will be your expert and experienced

tour guide. Throughout this study of Proverbs, parents and children will explore the everyday choice

we all have: walking in wisdom or walking in foolishness. Kids will learn how to walk in wisdom and

apply His truth in the areas of friendship, family, emotions, work and more! Visit us at

http://www.thedigforkids.com
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I am a homeschool mom and was looking for a nice Bible study to do with my elementary kids. This

one had some good reviews, so I decided to give it a try. I am so glad that I did! It starts some really

wonderful discussions and some thought provoking ideas for both the kids and mom. This book has

become one of our favorite parts of school time.

Actually written on a level that works for my 13 yo & 16 yo. girls. They had to get past the looks of

the cover, as it gives a much younger feel to it, and just focus on the actual content.

I can't speak enough about this book . We have four kids from ages 4 months to 9 years old and we

all absolutely love it and look forward to it every night as we do our devotional time. This book has

brought us closer as a family while enjoying our time with God and his word. This is a great tool to



dig in with the whole family I highly recommend it. Hope they have another coming out soon kids are

already looking forward to it !!!

This is an EXCELLENT Bible study for kids and adults alike. I use it for my boys, ages 6 and 8, and

it opens up doors for discussion and life application. After we finish this series, we'll be purchase to

order another. :)

This is a great summer devotion for the kids! I print out the scripture on the computer so each of my

three boys has a copy and can do the activities he asks. It only takes us about 15 minutes a night to

do a lesson. I like that the lessons start good conversations. Thanks!

I really like this. It's easy enough to tailor to younger or a bit older kids (4-10), and the verses

generate great discussion. If you aren't using the same translation, some of the questions don't

work exactly the same. This definitely isn't a study for a parent who doesn't already have some

Biblical knowledge of their own under their belt. I find the scriptures alone, before I even get to the

questions the studies pose, have given my children and I great discussions that are strengthening

my desire for wisdom! I feel like the questions themselves really may not work as well if you have a

different translation you're using, but overall I really like this study.

My kids enjoyed this book so much. It was nice for them to have this and it was great to have during

dinner time for discussion and then doing the activity afterwards together as a family. I feel like this

book really helps in bringing the family together and getting everyone involved inBible study.

I got this as a Summer reading project for my Grandson, age 7, and I. Well worth the time invested

in him! Easy to read and understanding.
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